A style of my own.

Your Garaga Distributor:

Discover the Beauty of Quality through our
exciting 360° learning experience.
Visit: www.thebeautyofquality.com
The Garaga Design Centre is an interactive online
tool that lets you create your own garage door.
We invite you to visit www.garagadesign.com
Garaga offers a wide variety of commercial and industrial
sectional door systems. To view our models visit our web site.
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GARAGA has established continuous improvement programs for all its products. As
a result of this ongoing quest, technical specifications for various doors are subject to
change without notice.
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A choice you’ll never regret!

My beautiful
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Tel.: 418-227-9458
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Why change my garage door?

A style
of my own.

1 I’m renovating and want to
match the style of my door
to my home’s architecture.
2 I want to increase my home’s
curb appeal.
3 I need to insulate my garage
to save energy.
4 I no longer want to maintain
my current door.
Nowadays, a garage door is more than just
practical. It is an integral part of your home’s
architecture; an element of style that adds a note
of prestige and character. Beauty is an essential
quality.

“With an extensive variety of styles, colors and accessories,
Garaga makes it easy to find the perfect door for your home.”
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Set your sights on a style, and you’ll find it at Garaga. Let yourself be captivated. Add your
personal touch. My beautiful Garaga door… it’s the one that inspires me, the one that’s the
perfect fit!
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A

Urban Chic

B

H-Tech, Terra Brown,
Orion windows
6 squares

C

Standard+,
Moka Brown, Grooved

D

North Hatley,
Claystone,
Orion windows
8 squares

E

North Hatley,
Desert Sand,
Cascade windows
(Plastic inserts)

A style of my own.

Standard+,
Ice White, Flush

B

A
C

“Urban Chic: it stays contemporary
through the years. Nothing unnecessary,
purely a perfect balance of modern
beauty, simple styling, and functionality
that is just right.”
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Urban Chic: neutral colors, fluid shades that blend with elegance.
Grays, browns, taupes, creams, blacks and whites. Soft harmonies. Stunning styles.
My beautiful Garaga door…simply elegant.
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A

Country Charm

Eastman, Ice White,
White Overlays,
Model E-13,
Orion windows
4 rectangles

B

Eastman, Claystone,
White Overlays,
Model E-23,
Orion windows
4 rectangles

C

H-Tech,
Ivory,
Model CC

D

Eastman, Ice White,
White Overlays,
Model E-21,
Orion windows
8 squares

E

North Hatley, Ice White,
Stockton windows
(Plastic inserts)

C

A
B

“Country style distinguishes itself by the
use of traditional architectural elements
such as wood siding, dormers, railings,
lattice windows, and porches protected by
overhanging roofs.”
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A style of my own.

D

E

Country Charm: a reminder of proportion, warmth and craftsmanship;
colors from the earth; a place where you can peacefully laze away the
hours. My beautiful Garaga door… authenticity at its best.
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A

H-Tech Plus,
Terra Brown
Model CC

Romantic Elegance

B

North Hatley,
Moka Brown,
Stockton windows
(Plastic inserts)

C

H-Tech Plus,
Universal Brown
Model CC

Eastman,
Moka Brown,
Desert Sand Overlays,
Model E-21,
Orion windows
8 squares

E

Standard+, Moka Brown,
Model XL,
Nottingham Antique
windows

D

A style of my own.

C
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D

A

E
“Romance returns with a 21st -century flavor.
It is characterized by a complex combination
of classic architectural elements: arches,
bull’s-eye windows, turrets, turret roofs,
steel ornamentation or overhangs.”
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Romantic Elegance: timeless materials, particularly brick and stone. Contrasting
colors that showcase various architectural elements. Rich textures, a distinctive
note of prestige. My beautiful Garaga door… sophisticated yet functional.
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A

Classic Beauty

B

C

Standard+,
Claystone, Model XL,
Orion windows
8 squares

Standard 138,
Desert Sand,
Grooved, Standard
windows

D

Standard+,
Desert Sand,
Model MIX

E

Standard 138, Ice White,
Williamsburg windows
(Plastic inserts)

A style of my own.

Standard+,
Ice White,
Model MIX

B

A

C

“An appealing blend of styles that have changed as
tastes have evolved. Bungalows, ranch homes, multistorey houses of every description. Classics that have
used a wide range of architectural elements to their
advantage.”
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Classic Beauty: designed for family living, a place where you can relax,
worry-free, in comfort and simplicity. A place of your own, reflecting your
tastes. My beautiful Garaga door… a fitting choice.
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brick

door

Color Tips

My beautiful Garaga door
I choose my style.
I harmonize my colors.
Choosing a garage door that harmonizes with your home is
as easy as ABC. Trust your intuition and take into account
a few simple tips.

frames

As a rule, the color of your door should integrate and harmonize
with your home.

• Match the color of your garage door to your window frames
rather than your entry door.
• Choose a color that harmonizes with your brick or exterior cladding.
• Avoid an overwhelming contrast with the brick by choosing shades
of sand or clay that harmonize with the mortar.

Architectural Tips
Is your home’s structure characterized by horizontal lines?
A ranch-style home, for instance? Opt for extended horizontal patterns
like those of the Standard+ XL.
If you would like to draw the eye upwards, however, an excellent choice
would be a North Hatley with its vertical rectangular panels, or an
Eastman with simple rectangular frames.

horizontal lines

The beauty of choice
Garaga offers you one of the most extensive
selections of doors, motifs, colors, windows and
accessories on the market. My beautiful Garaga
door… it’s everything I want, everything I imagine.

squares
vertical lines

blend

Style Tips
If you own a traditional house, choose a door that integrates with its façade, extending
its lines and architectural details, as if it had been designed by the same craftsman.
Is your home decidedly modern? Opt for glass and steel. Choose simple lines,
a plain door or panels with horizontal grooves.

BEFORE
& AFTER

Virtual Design Centre
Visit our virtual Design Centre to create the Garaga of your
dreams. Upload a photo of your home and then change its
garage door. Choose your Garaga style, your color blends and
add accessories. Dozens of combinations are available to you. It’s
easy, it’s fun, and it’s inspiring. See for yourself!

To enhance a prestige home, use simple motifs that harmonize seamlessly with
rich colors. This will lend an overall quality of elegance and stability.
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My beautiful Garaga door

To find out what distinguishes Garaga doors on the market;
to know all about the quality of the design and construction;
to discover what sets them apart, visit our microsite:

www.thebeautyofquality.com

Garaga, the Beauty of Quality.
ColdStop System

TM

Our garage door system
offers the best insulation
on the market. It saves
energy and money by way of
numerous thermal breaks.
This ensures chill-free winters
and cool summers in both
garage and home.

AirBarier System

TM

Garaga door systems have
the lowest average air
infiltration ratings in the
industry.

EnergyAce

RockSolid Construction

TM

TM

Garaga’s outstanding
energy conservation leaves
the others out in the cold.
Our garage door system
offers the best eco-efficient
solution on the market with
superior insulation and
numerous thermal breaks.

LongLife Components

TM

Heavy duty corrosionresistant steel and aluminum
and Dura+TM hardware make
it the longest-lasting garage
door system on the market.

The Beauty of Silence.

Built to withstand extreme
Canadian weather and
rough handling, this is
the world’s most rugged
garage door system.

Flexible U-shaped bottom
weatherstripping stays flexible
and efficient even at -62°F (-52°C ).

Sealed thermo-pane windows with
galvanized metal spacer to prevent
seal failure and one-piece injected
window frames of polypropylene to
keep their original look for years.

A commercial spec metal skin: 5 coats
of rust protection. Same steel quality,
inside and outside.

14-gauge galvanized steel tracks
on both sides of door for long-term
durability.

High-density pressure-injected
polyurethane insulation.
InterLok triple-contact
interlocking joints completely
seal gaps and block cold air
between sections.

Double Lip ThermaBlok keeps
cold wind out.

TrueFit Design

TM

Garaga door systems are
the most adaptable and
versatile for renovating
and special dimensions.
They are custom-made to
perfectly match any size
opening.

So quiet that you will forget they exist. The only garage door openers
to live up to the Garaga top quality standards.

TM

TM

The Garaga door system
delivers quality that goes
deep. Every aspect of the
design and construction
contributes to its outstanding
appearance, quality, and
durability. Quite simply, a
better garage door system
does not exist.
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